
FUNDAY 2024 – TEAM Gift Basket Challenge 
If you aren’t familiar with what happens at SUNDAY FUNDAY; one of the popular 

ticket attractions are the Door Prize Drawings.  How it works is, we sell tickets 

at FUNDAY (2 for $1.00, 12 for $5.00, or 50 for $20) which can then be used for 

various activities such as time in a bouncy house, taking a chance to dunk a 

coach in the dunk booth, or entering to win one of our several prize baskets.       

This year we’d like each team to put together a prize basket (or bag, or box…) in 

hopes of being able to award more prizes than ever before.  To avoid prize 

duplication, we have a list of 21 different themes.  So, here’s what we need: 

We need 1 TEAM MOM or DAD to volunteer to be the point of contact for 

each team.  Their responsibility will be to: 

1. Contact treasurer@crowncityll.com to receive a theme for their team 

basket (all themes will also come with some suggestions for items to 

include).   

2. Spread the word to the team and try to coordinate family contributions so 

you can get a good variety of items. 

3. Assemble items into a gift basket, bag, box or some type of semi-enclosed 

container so it can be displayed on FUNDAY. (The local dollar stores are great 

sources of these types of containers, and some even have big clear bags for 

wrapping gift baskets!) 

4. Make a list of the items included in the basket and deliver that list along 

with the basket to the prize table on FUNDAY. 

The first parent volunteer from each team to contact treasurer@crowncityll.com 

will be designated as the official point of contact for that team and will receive 

the team theme along with suggestions; themes can be “exchanged” until all 

themes are taken – so contact us early to get a theme that you really like or If 

you have an idea for your own theme – we can check that against our list and if 

it’s not taken, it’s yours!!!  Subsequent contacts from each team are also welcome 

and we will make sure the designee for your team is aware of your interest in 

assisting!  The more help, the better! 

Make your basket cool enough that everyone on your team wants to win it!  But 

most of all, make it fun for the kids… help get and keep them excited for FUNDAY!  

If you haven’t had the experience, you are in for a treat because it truly is a 

SUNDAY FUNDAY! 

Thank you, in advance for your help! We look forward to hearing from you! 
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